Now the following statement summarizes the main results : g and ® are classes of left Ext-reproduced groups which are maximal with respect to each of the properties (I) to(V). Conversely, if 9K is a class of left Ext-reproduced groups which is maximal with respect to any one of the properties (I) to (V), then either 9K == g or 9K == (S, the latter being the case if 9JI contains only reduced groups.
NOTATION. A®B, Q)Ai, A(m), direct sum;
;e/ j^JA,, Aw, direct product; i^i A (S) B, tensor product of A and B; tG, maximal torsion subgroup of G; Gp, p-component of G; Z, additive group of integers; Qy additive group of rational numbers; Z{p), auditive group of p-adic integers; C(n), cyclic group of order n; '(P^)» quasi-cyclic group; , the power of the continuum; P, the set of all prime numbers; cotorsion group, a group X such that Ext(0, X) = o; adjusted reduced cotorsion group, a reduced cotorsion group G such that G/tG is divisible.
All groups under consideration are additively written abelian groups.
Characterizations of classes of left Ext-reproduced groups.
Let 9JI be a class of left Ext-reproduced groups. Throughout this paper, X will denote a reduced group such that Ext(G, X)^ G for all G(=9K.
Recall that g is the class of all groups Q^© T where n is a non-negative integer and T is a finite group. For this class of groups, we have that
\\Z(p)lX^Q ([4], Example 2.3). Let ® denote the class of all
pe.? groups j J T, where T, is a finite p-group for all primes p. Note that pe.p © is a proper subclass of %, consequently ® is also a class of left Extreproduced groups ([4] , Example 2.8).
The classes g and ® are quite remarkable, and we give characterizations of them in this paragraph. First, we prove several lemmas which we shall need subsequently. LEMMA 1. -Let $ be a class of left Ext-reproduced groups such that §3®. ThenX^ffz(p).
pe?
Proof. -Since C(p^)e$ for all primes p and all natural numbers k, it follows from [4] (Lemma 2.4) that X is isomorphic to a pure subgroup of IJ^(P) and that X/pX^C(p) for all primes p. Note that PG.P Exi(Q, X) == o, this follows from the exact sequences 
Ext(G', X)^=:o and hence it follows from (i), (2) and (3) 
However, the latter group is a direct summand of G by virtue of (5) 
) .
The latter group, and consequently Ext(G, G) as well, contains a bounded direct summand of power 2^. By [3] (p. i36), Ext(G, G) is not left Ext-reproduced. This proves (iv), and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
and our initial assumption implies that (Ext(e, X))^|^.
Hence we deduce from (7) that G contains a torsion-free divisible subgroup of infinite rank, and this contradiction completes the proof.
LEMMA 4. -Let yfl be a class of left Ext-reproduced groups for which Ext(@, X) ^ o. Suppose that Ge 9K is not reduced, and let
where D == (^ (n a non-negative integer), £)/,== ((^(p"))^, and where G' is reduced.
where L'-^o is a reduced and torsion-free cotorsion group and where tG' is finite;
(ii) X^== o for all primes p for which Dp^o;
Proof. -Let G€ m and let
where D, Dp and G 7 are defined as above. 
show that Ext(C7, X) contains a direct summand (Ext(@, X))" 1 ^ Q^^. However, Ext(?7, X) is a direct summand of G, and hence G contains a torsion-free divisible subgroup of infinite rank. This contradiction proves that (tG')p is bounded and therefore finite for all primes p. Now G', being a direct summand of a cotorsion group, is also cotorsion and hence the exact sequences ( [5] , p. 872), Ext^G', x) ^ © ((X/P,X)-©. . .© (x/ppxr-Q and hence it follows from Lemma 2 that Ext(W, X) ^ fG\ Furthermore, it is clear that Ext(Z), X) ^ D. Hence, if Xp ^-o for some prime p for which Dp-^o then Ext(C(p 00 ), X) will contain a finite p-group and therefore, if we consider Ext(G, X) ^ G then fG' is no longer the maximal reduced torsion subgroup of G. Consequently X/, = o for all primes p for which Dp^o and this proves (ii).
We
and by (ii)
and the latter group is a reduced torsion-free cotorsion group. Moreover, Ext(I/, X) is divisible since L' is torsion-free and hence assertion (iii) follows. We turn our attention to 2°, and we suppose that Ext(Z(p), X) 7^ o. We shall prove that Dp == o. Assume, to the contrary, that Dp -^-o. Then it follows from (n) that G has a direct summand Hom(D,,, (X^X)(g)C(p 00 )).
Let Dp == (C (p")/^. We assert that m is finite. In fact, if m ^ ^o, then Hom(Dp, (XftX) (g) C(p")} has a direct summand imply that Ext(V, X) has a torsion-free divisible subgroup of infinite rank. This gives rise to a contradiction since Ext(V, X) is a direct summand of G, and we conclude that n is finite. Consequently, G has a direct summand
Hom(D/., (X/fX) (g) C(p 00 )) ^ Z(p)^, n^, a natural number.
Moreover, it follows from (iii) and [1] (p. s45) that
We assert that (12) 
We have that
ince, by assumption, Ext((), X)^o;
on account of (12), and the exact sequence (i3) implies that this is clearly impossible. Hence (12) leads to a contradiction, and we conclude that Dp == o. This proves 2°, and completes the proof of the lemma. We now derive properties which are characteristic of the classes â nd ®.
LEFT EXT-REPRODUCED GROUPS. is P^P bounded for all primes p. Indeed, if Gp is unbounded for some prime p then by Lemma 2, G has a direct summand Z(p)^ and by assumption (p)^ §, which is clearly impossible. Hence G/, is bounded and consequently finite for all primes p, and we have (see [4] , Example 2.8) In order to prove this, consider the exact sequences
o-^tG'-^G^G'ltG'-^o and

Ext(G7^G', X)-Ext(G', X)^ G^Ext^G', X)->o.
We conclude that
G^Ext(ZG', JQ^JjExt^G^, X)
/^eŝ ince G' is reduced. In the first instance, (tG')p is bounded for all primes p. In fact, if (tG')p is unbounded for some prime p then it follows from Lemma 2 that G 1 has a direct summand Z(p)^ and hence our initial assumption implies that Z(p)^e9Jl. This contradiction shows that (tG')p is bounded and hence finite for all primes p. Moreoverb y Lemma 3, (tG')p-^o for only a finite number of primes p whence it follows that tG', and consequently G'^Ext^G', X) as well, is finite.
This proves (a).
To recapitulate, if (i) holds and if Ge9Jl then G ^ ()"© T where n is a non-negative integer and T is a finite group, that is to say Ge^. Hence SO? C g and the maximality of 901 implies that 9JI = g. This settles the first case.
Next we consider case (ii). In this case, tG ^-o for all Ge 9JL Again, if Ge 901, then (^G)^ is bounded for all primes p, for if (/G)/, is unbounded for some prime p then by Lemma Proof. Let Ge §. Then Gp is bounded for all primes p, for if Gp is unbounded for some prime p then it follows from Lemma 2 that Hom(G, G) is not left Ext-reproduced. Hence Gp is bounded and therefore finite for all primes p. Consequently,
and hence Ge ®. Therefore $ c ®, and the proof is complete. Now G'p is bounded for all primes p, for if G'p is unbounded for some prime p then it follows from Lemma 2 that Hom(G, G) is not left Extreproduced. This shows that G'p is bounded and consequently finite for all primes p. Furthermore, (tG^py^ o for at most a finite number of primes p, for if (tG')p/^o for an infinite number of primes p, then by Lemma 3, G ^J \ Ext((W^, X) ^\\ (tG')^m.
PG.P p^P
[We mention in passing the fact that if (tG')p^ o for an infinite number of primes p, then it can also easily be shown that Hom(G, G) contains a torsion-free divisible subgroup of infinite rank.] This contradiction shows that (tG')p^£ o for at most a finite number of primes p whence we deduce that G' is finite. The proof thus far shows in fact that the reduced part of each group G e SO? is finite. Hence, if condition (i) holds and Ge9B then G==Q n @T where n is a non-negative integer and T is finite, that is to say, Gegr and hence 9K C g. The maximality of 9M implies that 9K = g. We turn our attention to case (ii). Since all Ge9K are reduced, it follows that if o ^ G€ SB, then tG^o for we have G^Ext^G, X) for all GeW, recall (4) and (5) is divisible and Ker 9 n S is finite, our assertion follows.
(ii) Let Ge®, JJe®, and let q? : G->H be a homomorphism. Ker 9 and Imcp are reduced, and hence it follows from the exact sequences show that Cokercp is a reduced cotorsion group. If we consider the exact sequence (i5), then we obtain a situation entirely similar to that in the above commutative diagrams, and we conclude that Cokercp e®. If § is a class of left Ext-reproduced groups such that if J^e §, M€ §, and if ^ : K->M is a homomorphism, then Ker^e$, Coker^e §, and if LEFT EXT -REPRODUCED GROUPS. 353 §=?®, then $==®. In fact, by Lemma 1, X^riZ(p) whence it p^p follows that all groups in $ are reduced. Hence if K e $ then, obviously, every direct summand of K belongs to § and hence, by Theorem 6, K^ ®. We have therefore shown that § 3 ®, and the proof is complete.
Remark. -We turn our attention to the converse of the above theorem. Let 9JI be a class of left Ext-reproduced groups which is maximal with respect to the property :
If G e 9JI, H e 9K and if cp: G -^ is a homomorphism then Ker cp <s Vt. Cokercpe9Jl.
Then either TO = g or 9K =: ®. Indeed, if Ge9Jl then, manifestly, every direct summand of G belongs to 9JI and hence Theorem 6 implies our assertion. where D = Q", n a non-negative integer, Dp = (C(p 00 ))^) and where G 1 is reduced. We assert that © Dp = o. In fact, if this is not the case then PGP it follows from Lemma 4 that G=D©f© JV)®L'©W \PGP )
